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Questionnaire Structure

- General and personal questions

- Information on how to connect + download link

- Role specific questions: 
- Played only Slender Man

- Played only Guards

- Played Both

- Overall impression and final thoughts



Demographic Data

- 22 testers from our social circle

- Ages between 20 and 30

- 70% play games regularly

- 8 enjoy casual, 4 enjoy competitive and 10 enjoy both types of games

- All have experience with mouse and keyboard

- Most groups played at least 2 games



General Questions
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General Questions
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Multiplayer Aspect of the Game
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Slender Man

-



Slender Man



Slender Man

Abilities: 

- Invisibility: very useful 
- Shapeshift: very useful , jumping through window
- Fear: varying opinions 
- Cooldowns: fair

Items:

- rarely used, neutral opinion 



Guards



Guards



Guards

As the Guards player:

As the Slender Man player:



Guards

Abilities: 

- Switching between guards, amount of guards:  useful

- Amount of bullets: sufficient

- Shooting mechanic: mixed opinion, need more hit Slender Man feedback

Items:

- Cheap and placing was intuitiv 

- Monitoring camera: useless

- Lock: sometimes used

- Trap: favourite item



Clearer visual cues needed

- Some testers skip / did not read carefully the tutorial

- Most games nowadays have many instructions all along the game

- Players get lost very easily from lobby to game

- Not enough informative visual cues for them to go through all the stages

The lobby scene



Edge case bugs

- As reported, Slender played by a client player can buy / sell items in the shop but cannot 

upgrade / downgrade his skills.

- Many low-level implementations from both sides of connection share different logic

- For most of the functions, the 2 cases need to be tested:
- Host plays Slender & client plays Guards

- Host plays Guards & client plays Slender

- As we have many functions, very easy to miss test cases

- Better optimized code?



Bugs

- A failure of camera switching is observed

- The activated camera and the activated guard controller mismatch

- Camera switching mechanism = core gameplay element of the guards player

- Done  early and tested many times

- Seemed robust

- Reason still unknown, but know problems exist



Conclusion

Players enjoyed:

- Stealth aspect: kidnapping, hiding and chasing

- Slender Man invisibility

- Multiple Guards and shooting

- Aesthetics, models and decoration

- Slender Man being a playable character

Mixed opinions:

- Balancing

- Random factor

- Slender Man dying



Conclusion

Players did not enjoy:

- Interacting with doors

- Guards AI getting stuck on doors

- Confusing / unintuitive controls, like too many keys 

and having to aim first before interaction



Conclusion

Improvement plans:

- More intuitive UI and controls

- Shorter tutorial

- Fix bugs

- Balance both players more



Thank you!


